The 6th SVW Meeting Holland
June 25, 26 and 27 2019
This will take place in the Green Heart of Holland, east of the Hague and north
east of Rotterdam. The hotel will be The Van der Valk Avifauna Hotel, address
:Hoorn 65, 2404 HG, Alphen aan de Rijn.(This hotel chain has a very good
reputation in Holland), a unique bird zoo is co-located.
Herewith preliminary information about the program and how to book.
Check in in the Avifauna Hotel is from 15.00, but we advise you to arrive at
least 1 hour earlier to settle.
The reason why, we will have a romantic midsummer evening buffet during
a 4 hour boot tour through the canals and lakes in the area. So you will
have a chat with all your fellow guests during this trip.

Boarding is at 16.45 h. so please be on time.
On Wednesday morning the start for the tour is from 9.30 h information about
the complete program will be on the website later on.
The return will be at 16.30, where after the Annual General Meeting will take
place.
Thereafter a drink on 19.00 h and later dinner at the Hotel.
On Thursday we start again at 9.30 h, for a nice trip, after lunchtime we will
say Good-bye for the ones who are leaving and for the others there will an
afternoon tour to the hotel.
The booking for the hotel; the price will be €107,00 per night for 2 persons.
This consists the room, breakfast and local taxes. So €214,00 for the meeting.
It is possible to book additional nights for the same amount.
Hotel booking can be done with reverence AVI-GF38421(MG event) via mail to

n.vandervalk-bergers@avifauna.valk.nl or by phone +31 (0) 172 487 508.
Because the boot tour and the buffet is not included in the room price and we
also kept the diner from Wednesday out of the room prices, the total costs of
these are €90,00 per person. This has to be paid please before May 26th to,
R.L.M. Pas / P.J.M. van den Heuvel on the bank account number :
NL75RABO 0336 8718 48.
We are already started to make a wonderful program for you !
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us;
René Pas, +31 (0) 653 806 653 and Peter van den Heuvel +31 (0) 652 691 209

Email: info@mgsvw.nl
Once a reservation has been made please email us, to confirm your entry at:
info@mgsvw.nl
Giving details of your car and the names of those coming.
We looking forward to seeing many of you there!
René and Peter
Website is under construction ; www.mgsvw.nl

